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Abstract— In the last decades, th e increased d ensity in
integrated circuits experienced has ensured t he evolution of
processors until the Moore's Law e nding. Dif f erent types of
processors are used to exploit the parallelism available in the
applications, such as the well known superscalar architectures.
Digital Signal Processing applications use Programmable Digital
Processor (PDS P) to exploit their parallelism and their f ea tures
increasing the perf ormance maintaining good tradeoff in terms
of power dissipation. However , d evice scaling is reaching physical
limits and DSP applications are getting more complex. Thus, this
paper proposes a reconf igurable system coupled to proces sor in
order to increasing a perf ormance of DSP applications
consuming less power as possible. The results, in terms of
perf ormance, are presented in dif f erent scenarios comparing this
processor coupled to a reconf igurable system with a G PP
(G eneral Propose Processor) and
commercial DSPs.
Experimental results show t hat the Ar chitecture purposed saves
power and speeds u p the e xecution of applications.
Keywords— DSP, Reconfigurable Architectures, Dynamic
Reconfiguration

I. INTRODUCTION
The increased density of processors could provide support
for the use of DSP techniques in execution of tasks involving
multimedia, instrum entation and dat a communi cation. This
increas e in density also ensured the evolution of processors as
predi cted in Moore's Law. The main drawb ack of these
approaches is that requires high volt ages causing the rais e of
the power consumption. However, the evolution provided by
these approaches found its limit. The limit is in the heat
dissipation generat ed by the increased clock rate in digital
devices [1].
The PDSPs (Programm able Digit al Signal Processors ) offer
the flexibility offered by GPPs (General Purpose Processors ),
covering a wide range of applications that use DSP.
Furthermore, PDSPs offer high performance in speed and
consumption o f AS ICs (Application-Speci fi c Int egrated
Circuit) without the cost and design time. Besides, PDSPs are
preferred to perform DSP applications because its speciali zed
architecture explores the parall elism and dat a intensive
computing exhibit by these applications. In addition to
conventional units of a GPP, a PDSP offers other execution
units for speci fic tasks, such as MAC (Multiply -Accum ulate),
FIR (Finite Impulse R espons e), FFT (Fast Fourier Trans form ),
and memory access [2].

While the industry does not adopt new materials, the way is
the research for new m ethodologi es to ensure the technology
evolution. One area that has grown in research is
Reconfigurable Architectures. This fi eld aims to increase
processor performance without increasing the clock frequency,
coupling a functional unit capabl e of executing program code
portions directly in hardware, avoiding the conventional dat apath processor, increasing the execution speed with the lowest
consumption energy possibl e. Many concepts and approaches
have been dev eloped to provide increas e perform ance keeping
the overhead from area and power consum ption as low as
possible. Yet two decades ago, to increase the soft ware
effi ciency, one can s ee [3][4][5][6]. M any works were
propos ed to keep power cons umption as low as possibl e,
pres enting good performance [5][7][8].
In this paper, we pres ent the res ults obtained from the use
of the technique of reconfiguration in a GPP processor, front of
two commerci al PDSPs.
II. METHODOLOGY
The tool that was s elected is the VisualDSP++ becaus e it
allows works with many Analog's [9 ] PDSPs and offers an offline simulator that provides the inform ation necess ary to
compare the processors perform ance. The chos en tool allows
works with the PDSP families of Analog Devices as follow:
ADSP-21XX, Blackfin, SHARC and TigerSHARC. From
these families were chosen two processors for this work:
ADSP-BF504, from the Blackfi n family, and the ADSP-21477,
from the SHARC family.
The appli cations sel ect ed to his work as follow: (1) Fast
Fourier Trans form (FFT), (2) Inverse F ast Fourier Trans form
(IFFT), (3) Finite Impulse Respons e (FIR), (4) Discrete Fouri er
Trans form (DFT) and (5) Invers e Discret e Fourier Trans form
(IDFT). These applications were executed in the processors
and then compared following the proposed s cenarios: PDSPs
vs. Mips32 and PDSPs vs. Mips32 with R U coupled. Also
were used four models to RU size propos ed by [10].
The reconfi gurable archit ecture was proposed by [10]. The
system is composite of the following blocks: IF (Inst ruction
Fetch), ID (instruction decode), EX (Execution), MA (M emory
Access ) and WR (write register), repres ent the Mips32 pipeline
stages. The following blocks: BT (binary translator),
Reconfiguration Cache (RC ) and RU, represents the units
coupled to processor and complet e the proposed archit ecture.

III. R ESULTS AND DISCU SSION
The time of execution obtained of applications simulation
from 1 to 3 is shown in Fig. 1 a and to applications 4 and 5, in
Fig. 1b, all considering the model 1 to RU si ze. This model
pres ented bett er t rade off of propos ed m odels. To obtain the
time of execution were us ed the m aximum clock allowed by
processors, as follow: 190 MHz to MIPS32, 400 MHz to
Blackfin and 200 MHz to SHARC. To MIPS32, was
considered an ICP=1 (Instructions Per Cycles ) and to others
two processor as recommend on Visual DSP++ guide.

than other processors us ed. The model 1 presented almost the
maximum speed up between the models proposed and minor
occupied area.
C ONCLUSIONS
This work shown that is possibl e to obt ain speed up and
save energy from DSP applications when using the
reconfigurable computing technique coupled to a GPP like
Mips32. The results also show that using a software simulation
tool to reconfi gurable computing allows the user to check the
features of propos ed archit ecture in project time, saving design
time of embedded syst ems. Also using a simulation tool was
possible veri fy the area occupied by models propos ed. We also
show that using a BT it is possible to couple any processor to a
RU in runtime.
Future studies include the evaluation of this archit ecture
running a compl ete set appli cation like Mibench and the
insertion from speciali zed hardware used to DSP like multiplyaccumulat e (M AC), circul ar buffer.
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Fig. 1 . Execution time of the applications.

We noted that the processor Mips32 is fast er than both
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PDSPs processors use em ulation to execute double precision
computations. The SHARC processor has a floating-point unity
(FU) in its architecture, but can’t be us ed to execut e double
precision comput ations.
In thes e experiments was obtained an average s peed up
from 1.97, m aking the propos ed architecture more effi cient
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